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About This Game

Ultimate Arena is a competitive first person shooter arena game.
Compete against other players online to prove your worth, wielding a loadout of 12 brutal weapons and wrecking total havoc

within the arenas!
Control health, armor and weapon pickups throughout the map to gain an advantage against your foes.

Prepare to frag like you never have!

Weapons
-------------
Gauntlet

You spawn with it. This short ranged melee blade will hack and prune anyone dumb enough to get too close up and personal.

Pistol
You spawn with it. The long range and moderate firing rate will allow you to pick off enemies at both medium and long
distances, providing they don't overtake you with heavier firepower. Secondary fire uses ice charges which are able to

temporary freeze opponents, bogging them down.

Shotgun
The pump action shotgun inflicts considerable damage at close range.
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Double Shotgun
Slower than the pump action shotgun but twice as deadly at close range.

Assault Rifle
A special hybrid automatic rifle which peppers foes with 16mm rounds even at long range without ever having the need to

reload. Lethal if you have an accurate aim.

Shredder
This unique and nasty tool fires a pair of circular blades in quick succession. You can ricochet them off walls and slice foes who

are out of your line of sight.

Rocket Launcher
Blow stuff up. Solve problems.

Grenade Launcher
This particular model is able to detonate your grenades at any given moment by using secondary fire.

Laser Prism
The electric beam is able to harm targets at medium range. Your accuracy will determine the outcome of the fight.

Plasma Cannon
Designed to sweep large areas with plasma projectiles. You'll need to properly predict the enemies movement in order to get the

best out of this weapon.

Gas Rifle
This thing spews foulness all over the place. Good for crowd control. The low damage is heavily compensated by the large area

of effect.

Crossbow
Primary fire shoots deadly bolts at high speed. Secondary fire also consumes electricity ammo but allows higher range and

damage by using electrified arrows.
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Title: Ultimate Arena
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kenneth Caselli, Gianmarco Rocco
Publisher:
AceGamer Network
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Dual-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Italian
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worth the price. by buying this you can focus your xp on the good stuff. It\u00b4s a tricky game. Easy to learn, hard to master.
10\/10 Would buy again.. Its cool. But... it add all of these as new cars, rather the modifications to existing ones, so its now even
harder to find a model your looking for. Havent seen a 200SL since I was in the reparing other peopls cars phase of the game.
If this was more like the engine swap ability, it would be killer. But 10 second Malch is a riot, even if (for some reason) its
Deloran powered.. when did it go free?. I just bought this game based on the sole reviewer's comment, "good rulebook." This is
really, really important. A good rulebook usually means a good game. I'll update this after I play a couple games, but my first
impressions:

As other review said, this is a very simple design. It could even be a standard fan mod, as there's nothing really snazzy about it,
and that's fine with me if the game is good. I really like the simple, earthy color palette, and as a fan of old maps and those
weathered aesthetics, this design appealed to me. I like Robinson Crusoe, Navegador and similar historical exploration games in
part because they make this design choice too. I look forward to playing this one!

That being said, two small gripes off the bat:
Calculators. I really wish we had some kind of counter for historical games, I am just sick of that damn default calculator. This
is a minor complaint, I can find my own fix for it and delete them. But someone needs to mod an abacus or perhaps script a
piece of parchment obj that performs calculations in a historical font or something :P

The 2nd thorn is a little more annoying. I have a hard time seeing the words on the board. The font is lovely, as are the board
and components, but unless I'm right over it I can't really tell what's going on. It would be nice if the font were bolder or more
pronounced. Perhaps the designer could create a State 2 of the board with denser font, for those of us with crappy eyes.
If this were a real board I wouldn't take this one to a low light environment like a game pub.

Looking forward to playing this!!. I enjoy plant games but there isn't a lot of replayability with this one. The game is short,
there's a LOT of clicking involved, there's no storyline or anything. Even the achievements only took a couple hours to get.

I wouldn't buy it unless you have some sort of need to have every plant game available on Steam.
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Well... The game itself I kinda liked (meh, definately a weaker game). Hardly any puzzles, not much to snoop in.....However I
can not empahsize how SHORT it is. Usually these games take me 7-10 hours WITHOUT hints or a walkthrough so I can play
here and there through a week or so. This game took me barely over 3 hours!!! The entire game was centralized around one
main idea that kept giving you "direction"... I could not believe how fast it went even on Senior level. When it got to the end I
was thinking, "you are kidding me right?? It cannot be over this fast!? I haven't even done much of anything!?" Really glad I got
it for a discounted price for the amount of game play I got from it. Overall I give the game idea/itself a 6/10. The length of it
definately a 3/10.

Of course though if you are one of those people (like me) who just has to play ALL of them, then do what you have to. If you
are more of a first timer or are just going to play a few, do not pick this one.. Not the best point&click on Steam but for a small
money you can have few hours of fun. Dialogues are too long sometimes and the guy in the glasses can be boring, he tries too
hard with the jokes.. A cute little metroidvania like game, it can be hard sometimes but it's so adorable and charming that i only
can recommend it!. updated)

first thing i want to say is that the quality of work thats gone into this game is clearly top notch. space is obviously pretty empty
but the graphics on what is there are great. zooming in really shows off the level of detail and effort thats been put in.
unfortunately the single player side is very limited at the moment (i expect that to change in time) and RTS games have always
been some thing of a nich market. when you couple that with the fact VR still has a some what limited player base you can
imagine it's pretty hard to find a match online.

im hopeful that we might get an improved lobby system with player lists and maybe some way to occupy yourself while you wait
for people to come online. as it stands right now though there isn't really much of a game here. dont get me wrong there are all
the right parts for this to be fantastic. think homeworld crossed with lego in space. it's just without anyone to play with there's
not a lot to do. the price feels fair though so if you have a friend to play with i fully suggest you get it.

update: the dev has posted a suggested time slot for players looking for a match to come online and i've managed to get several
games already. so if you are interested in void link or RTS games in general i would say grab it. the game itself runs great and
the mechanics seem spot on.. Cool songs. Slow and pretty heavy, but challenging & interesting.. I got this game because it
looked cool, but it wasn\u00b4t worth it at all (still got it on discount tho). It\u00b4s impossible to play since the mouse jumps
uncontrolled all over the place and everything laggs in general. Maybe it was a nice game in the past, but it doesn\u00b4t work
on windows 10 properly. It\u00b4s a pity but whatever, don\u00b4t waste your money on that one.. This game seemed
interesting since the user could incorporate their own music into it, but it is very bland. It's definitely a time-waster, but in a bad
way. For achievement hunters, it doesn't take long to get all the achievements but it's basically just constant mindless grinding. I
think the only good part about the game is that you can play your own music with it... but you can always just play your own
music in the background of a better game. Not worth it.. Even with Durante's fix this port is still trash. The game itself is
mediocre at best and tedious at worst. Just play Overlord instead. This will turn your boring old desktop into Space shuttle in full
speed.
Good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to play around when you don't have nothing smarter to do xD
There are all kinds of live wallpapers, you can create your own or just download some from Workshop.
Also, why are there so much not safe for work stuff?
Idk, but in everything i search for, i come across those as well , funny i guess .
Anyways i would say, it's worth buying, 8.5\/10 from me.. One of the calmer bullet hells out there but for what it lacks in
insanity it makes up for in story which is refreshing for the genre. Sadly not much stands out beyond that. The lengh is short,
and different modes and options are limited. If you haven't played many bullet hell games this would be a good place to start,
however for vets it's a little bland especially with no competitive play option. I recommend this game for its art and story but as
always, get it on sale.
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